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Curly-CoatedRetrievers
Back to Obedlence”
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no time wasted here! I have noticed,
over the years, that Curlies enjoy
variety—not too much repetition
and short, quick training sessions

seem to be more appealing to them.
This might be a chance to have her
again step into the obedience ring,
and I plan to enter her in the
Versatility class in the very near
future.
The owner ofmy mature bitch’s

sister, a few years ago, found it nec—
essary to enter the B classes in Open
obedience, as her bitch did not care
for the heeling that came first in
OpenA. She had become bored
with too much heeling, and some of
the different orders of exercises
offered in the B classes certainly
appealed to this bitch muchmore.
She was able to earn her Open title
by entering the Open B Classes.

While I am on the subject of the
variety of classes now offered in
many obedience trials, I have really
enjoyed being able to take advantage
of the OptionalTitling classes. I
have entered my younger bitch in
classes that did not necessarily offer
her more diflicult exercisesbut did
offer her some different exercises
that appeared to be more enjoyable
for her. I know that I am always
preaching this, but any new activity
performedwith my dog also gives
me the opportunity to keep my
mind active.

I would just like to add to the
above discussion about obedience
opportunities that we also have a
Curly—CoatedRetriever outstanding
yearly event in April called
Curlyville, for all of us who are
interested in learning how to train
our Curlies for field events. I
recently attended the very worth—
while Curlyville event offered in
Beth Page,Tennessee, this past
spring. It was, as usual, a wonderful
opportunityfor Curly owners to
take advantage of the excellent few
days of field training. Following
three days of preparation for the
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WC,WCX, andWCQ tests offered,
our Curly—CoatedRetrieverClub
ofAmerica breed field events took
place. Many of the young and inex—

periencedCurlies did very well in
theWC, and quite a few more expe—
riencedCurlies qualified in the
higher levels.This event has grown
tremendously in the past few years.
Many thanks go out to all the peo—

ple who did so much to make it a
big success.The grounds are lovely
there in Tennessee and the level of
instruction outstanding.
—Ann Shinkle,
amlshinlele@aol.com
Curly—CoatedRetrieverClub of

America, armorg

Flat-Coated
Retrievers
Balance in the Flat-Coated
Retriever

lot has beenwritten about the
fact that a Flat Coated Re—

triever should be longer than tall

(with length of body in the rib cage,
not the loin) but very little about
the Flat—Coat being the same width
at the chest, the rib spring, and the
hindquarters.
There had been a tendency in the

past, which we are beginning to see
again, to value the Flat—Coat who
has a broader front and rib spring
than rear. Decades ago, this led to
wide fronts in Flat—Coats that caused
the dog to toe in more as he or she
matured and aged.At that time,
some of us had to sell finished
champions as pets to be neutered or
spayed because they toed in so
badly. However, we don’t want the
Flat—Coat to be so narrow in front
that both legs appear to be “coming
out of one hole.”The Flat—Coat
should simply be no wider at the
chest or the rib spring than at the
hindquarters.
The Flat—Coat has a chest that is

deep rather than wide, but not to an
extreme.TheFlat—Coat also has a
prominentprow, or forechest.The

deep chest and prominent forechest
are typically seen on a dog with
good layback of shoulder, all called
for by the breed standard. In addi—

tion, the illustrated standard calls for
a Flat—Coat who is the same width
at the chest, body, and hindquarters.
We are not looking for a broad

rear or a broad dog.We simply do
not want the chest and/or body to
be broader than the hindquarters.
Throughout the history of the

Flat—Coat, we have had a similar lack
ofbalance problem with the move—

ment of the Flat—Coat as viewed
from the side.As with the broad
front, some have found the over—

angulated rear attractive.The well—

laid—back shoulder and good front
reach are far more difficult to attain.
So we learned to breed for the best
front reach we could on an other—
wise sound and typey working Flat—

Coat, and then bred for the rear that
would be in balance with that firont
reach.
It is very difficult to breed for all

the physical attributes that we look
for in a Flat—Coat, while breeding
for the good temperament and
working ability as well.That takes us
back to the purpose for which the
breed was bred originally: a com—

panion hunting retriever.The dog
who was working had to be built
efficiently to do the job—not just
for a test or a trial, but to work for a
good part of the day.A dog built for
efficiency in body build and move—

ment lasts longer in the field and has
a longer working life span. Breeders
originally bred for an intelligent,
social, tractable, and long—lived dog
as well, because they were easier to
live with and train.
When I first started breeding, it

was common for Flat—Coats to live
from 12 to 14 years of age.The
original breeders were very practi—

cal.They wanted balance even in the
head, where they wanted as long,
broad, and deep a muzzle as possible
to balance the length of the skull—a
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